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QUESTION 1

Exadata uses smart scans, which are executed in________. 

A. Exadata Storage Server cells 

B. Database Server node memory 

C. Database Server node CPUs 

D. Exadata does not use smart scans. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: The Oracle Exadata Database Machine brings database performance to a whole new level, but have you
ever wondered what exactly makes it so fast? Several components of the Oracle Exadata Database Machine, such as
Oracle Database 11g Release 2; Oracle Exadata\\'s Smart Flash Cache, Hybrid Columnar Compression, and
SmartScan features; and InfiniBand interconnect, help deliver high performance. One of the key technologies that
supports this performance is the storage index, which is not a regular database index. Storage indexes reside in the
memory of the storage servers--also called storage cells--and significantly reduce unnecessary I/O by excluding
irrelevant database blocks in the storage cells. 

Oracle Exadata I/O and Smart Scan Storage in Oracle Exadata changes query processing so that not all blocks have to
go to the database server for that server to determine which rows might satisfy a query. Oracle Exadata\\'s Smart Scan
feature enables certain types of query processing to be done in the storage cell. With Smart Scan technology, the
database nodes send query details to the storage cells via a protocol known as iDB (Intelligent Database). With this
information, the storage cells can take over a large portion of the data- intensive query processing. Oracle Exadata
storage cells can search storage disks with added intelligence about the query and send only the relevant bytes, not all
the database blocks, to the database nodes--hence the term smart scan. 

References: 

 

QUESTION 2

Which questions CANNOT be addressed by Oracle Data Mining? 

A. Fraud detection 

B. Prediction of customer behavior 

C. Root cause de 

D. Identify factors associated with a business problem 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

Data Mining can provide valuable results: 

*Predict customer behavior (Classification) (not B) 

*Predict or estimate a value (Regression) 
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*Segment a population (Clustering) 

*Identify factors more associated with a business 

problem (Attribute Importance) (not D) 

*

 Find profiles of targeted people or items (Decision Trees) 

*

 Determine important relationships and market baskets within the population (Associations) 

*

 Find fraudulent or rare events (Anomaly Detection) (not A) 

References: 

 

QUESTION 3

For which type of query is the SQL result cache automatically disabled? 

A. Queries that access data which changes frequently 

B. Queries that return large amounts of data 

C. Queries that use SQL functions such as SYSDATE 

D. Queries that are used infrequently 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

SYSDATE produces a new value every time it is used. Caching such a value would make no sense. 

 

QUESTION 4

The Analytic Workspace Manager would be used to generate_______. 

A. Materialized views 

B. Oracle OLAP Option cubes 

C. Oracle Data Mining algorithms 

D. Oracle SQL Analytic functions 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: You can use Analytic Workspace Manager for creating measures, dimensions and cubes in the OLAP
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database if the database was installed with the OLAP option. Workspace Manager, a feature of Oracle Database,
enables application developers and DBAs to manage current, proposed and historical versions of data in the same
database. 

Note: Applications and DBA operations often work with more than one version of the data. Three common reasons to
have multiple data versions are concurrency, auditing and scenario creation. Oracle Workspace Manager provides
workspaces as a virtual environment to isolate a collection of changes to production data, keep a history of changes to
data and create multiple data scenarios for "what if" analysis. It can save money, time and labor over traditional
approaches. 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer is looking to implement ad-hoc analysis in a data warehouse. Which approach is least likely to be used
assuming that the customer does not want the expense of managing view? 

A. Star schema 

B. Snowflake schema 

C. Third normal form schema 

D. OLAP 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: Data warehouses often use denormalized or partially denormalized schemas (such as a star schema) to
optimize query performance. On the other hand OLTP (Online Transaction Processing) systems often use fully
normalized schemas to optimize update/insert/delete performance, and to guarantee data consistency. 

References: 
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